Large Motion Simulator

GIANT RIDER

SIMULINE BREAKS THE MOTION SIMULATOR PERFORMANCE BARRIER!!

6 seater large motion simulator with our patented inverted motion motion system
ONE-OF-A-KIND RIDE EXPERIENCE!!

Crisp turns, vertical drops, and swift maneuvers are all reproduced with unparalleled dynamism that only our large motion 6DOF inverted platform can bring!

Standard Features include:

- 60 inch wide PDP monitor
- 4D Effects: Intense rumble effect on every seat. Face air shot via ceiling mounted nozzle. Face wind via ceiling mounted blower.
- Wide range of ride films available/ State-of-the-art high definition graphics.
- Footprint: 6,350mm (250inch) X 6,140mm (242inch) X 5,060mm (199inch) high
- Electrical Power: 208~240 volt 3-phase 150 Amps. 208~240 volt 1-phase 30 Amps.
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